
Imagine seeing a BALL
a basketball 

a beach ball 

a child's toy ball 

a soccer ball 

BALL 
65% choose ‘a beach ball’ 

Imagine seeing a BRIDGE
over a road 

over land or nothing 

over railway 

over water 

BRIDGE 
84% choose ‘over water’ 

Imagine seeing a TABLE
four legs 

more than four legs 

one central leg 

three legs 

TABLE 
89% choose ‘four legs’ 

Imagine seeing a CAR
coming towards me 

going away from me 

side on 

from above 

CAR 
77% choose ‘side on’ 
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Imagine seeing a DOG
it was asleep 

looking at me 

side on, looking left 

side on, looking right 

DOG 
77% choose ‘looking at me’ 

Imagine seeing some STAIRS
at the foot, looking up 

at the side 

at the top, looking down 

on the stairs, going up or down 

STAIRS 
64% choose ‘at the foot, 
looking up’ 

Imagine hearing the SEA
waves breaking 

sea gulls 

shipping 

people on beach 

SEA 
97% choose ‘waves breaking’ 

Imagine hearing a CLOCK 
ticking clock

big ben tune 

chiming an hour 

alarm clock ringing 

CLOCK 
96% choose ‘tick-tock’ 
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Imagine hearing CHILDREN
happy baby 

crying baby 

laughter and playing 

talking 

CHILDREN 
94% choose ‘laughter and 
playing’ 

Imagine hearing a DOG
barking 

howling 

panting 

whimpering 

DOG 
90% choose ‘barking’ 

Imagine hearing BIRDS
cheep-cheep 

caw-caw 

musical birdsong 

flapping wings 

BIRDS 
70% choose ‘cheep-cheep’ 

Imagine hearing MONEY
machine issuing change 

riffling bills or notes 

jingling coins 

cash register 

MONEY 
65% choose ‘jingling coins’ 
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Imagine WALKING
in a circle 

in a straight line 

in varying directions 

backwards and forwards 

WALKING 
98% choose ‘in a straight line’ 

Imagine JUMPING
off something 

over something 

up in the air 

into something 

JUMPING 
92% choose ‘up in the air’ 

Imagine TWISTING
your body or waist 

a hand or wrist 

your head or neck 

an arm or leg 

TWISTING 
90% choose ‘your body or 
waist’ 

Imagine BENDING
while standing  

while sitting 

while lying down 

while moving around 

BENDING 
96% choose ‘while standing’ 
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Imagine LIFTING
from a container or box 

from a table or raised surface 

from the floor 

something in the air 

LIFTING 
69% choose ‘from the floor’ 

Imagine ROLLING
a forward roll 

over and over while lying 
down 

on your side once 

a backwards roll 

ROLLING 
63% choose ‘a forward roll’ 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Without letting the other person see the card, 
read out the top ‘Imagine..’ line. 

Once they have imagined it, show them the 
Imagine side, and ask them to pick the one that 
best fits their initial image.

When they have chosen, show them the 
Answer side (the most common response). 

THE 
IMAGINATION 
GAME 
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